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Differential Co-Expression (DC) Analysis

Differential expression (DE) analysis is likely to miss meaningful genetic
interactions.

Differential co-expression (DC) analysis addresses this issue by
evaluating whether there are correlated changes between pairs of
genes across different modulating conditions.

scRNAseq data are count-based and exhibit characteristics such as
overdispersion and zero-inflation
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Goal

We will develop a flexible Single-Cell RNAseq Differential
COExpression (scDECO) analysis framework and apply the
proposed algorithm to identify sets of clinically relevant DC
gene pairs using scRNAseq datasets from melanoma and
prostate cancer.
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Significance

Most approaches for DC analysis are originally designed for use on
either microarray or bulk RNAseq data. They are not adequate for
analyzing scRNAseq data,

The novel scDECO framework is tailored to the characteristics of
single-cell data, study design and biological objectives, and hence will
improve the accuracy of identifying DC gene combinations using
scRNAseq data

scDECO offers a flexible model-based framework to address
complicated analytical scenarios such as inter-tumor heterogeneity,
various cell types, and multiple modulating factors frequently occur in
cancer studies.

This work will have an immediate impact by implementing the scDECO
algorithm using scRNAseq datasets from melanoma and prostate
circulating tumors.
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Aim 1: Develop a novel model-based framework for detecting DC using scRNAseq data

τ1

We will develop a system to simulate data with differential
co-expression patterns that mimic experimental scRNAseq datasets
generated from various experiment protocols.

Analyses to compare the performance of the proposed approaches to
current DC analysis approaches based on experimental scRNAseq
datasets and to evaluate the effect of read depth per cell in the
comparisons
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Preliminary Findings
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Preliminary Findings

Table: Poisson-Gamma: Coverage probability of 95% credible intervals (CIs), interval lengths, Mean square
errors (MSE), and mean bias errors (MBE) based on 1,000 MCMC simulations (τ0 = 0, τ1 = 0.05) using ZENCO
with Re. 50 participants, 100 cells per participant.

Parameter 95% Coverage probability CI length MSE MBE
µ1 0.946 2.356 0.366 -0.057
µ2 0.944 2.356 0.382 -0.075
φ1 0.943 0.672 0.030 -0.007
φ2 0.951 0.667 0.028 -0.003
τ0 0.960 1.054 0.066 -0.011
τ1 0.951 0.044 0.000 0.000

Table: Copula-Based Model: Coverage probability of 95% credible intervals (CIs), interval lengths, Mean square
errors (MSE), and mean bias errors (MBE) based on 1,000 MCMC simulations (τ0 = 0, τ1 = 0.05) using Copula
with Re (new simulation setting). 20 participants, 500 cells per participants.

Parameter Coverage probability CI length MSE MBE
µ1 0.962 0.422 0.011 -0.002
µ2 0.959 0.422 0.011 -0.005
τ0 0.956 0.963 0.052 0.007
τ1 0.872 0.011 0.000 0.000
τy 0.959 1.436 0.132 0.003
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Aim 2: Identify sets of clinically relevant DC gene pairs using scRNAseq datasets from

melanoma and advanced prostate cancer patients

4,645 cells isolated from 19 freshly resected melanoma tumors using
Smart-Seq2

scRNAseq data from 221 prostate cancer circulating tumor cells (CTCs) isolated
from 18 patients with advanced prostate cancer

We hypothesize that there are multiple differential co-regulatory processes
associated with MITF, AXL expression and transcription factors in
cancer-stem-like and other cell types.

We will develop risk scoring algorithms using top scoring DC gene pairs for
patients clinical outcome prediction.
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Aim 3: Implement a freely accessible software package for DC analysis.

We will release R/Bioconductor packages for implementing the scDECO
algorithm. The R packages will provide the functionality to

Simulate datasets that exhibit DC patterns based on parameter settings
calculated from experimental scRNAseq datasets;

Implement the algorithm using the Poisson-Gamma and the Gaussian
copula model with and without zero-inflation, respectively;

Perform goodness of fit and model selection based on the scRNAseq
data under study;

Calculate risk scores based on DC gene pairs.

The scDECO framework will be provided as open-source software
packages under the BSD 3-Clause License. The software will be
distributed and maintained via the GitHub or R/Bioconductor repository.
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